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Wave Initiation through Spatiotemporally Controllable Perturbations
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We study the initiation of pulses and fronts in a two-dimensional catalytic reaction-diffusion system:
CO oxidation on Pt(110). Using a computer-controlled mobile focused laser beam, we impart various
patterns (in space and time) of localized temperature ‘‘kicks’’ to the surface. We explore, and also
rationalize through modeling, the cooperativity of such individually subcritical perturbations in both
the excitable and the bistable regime.
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cornerstone of mathematical pattern formation theory.
Such patterns are typically generated from a uniform

During the experiment the laser was kept permanently
on the sample, at the edge of the viewing field, in order to
Introduction.—The interaction of reaction and trans-
port is known to lead to spontaneous pattern formation in
many physicochemical systems [1,2]. As the essential
features of nonequilibrium spatiotemporal dynamics in
uniform media are gradually understood, the ‘‘robust-
ness’’ of the basic phenomenology to noise (perturbations
in the medium properties, spontaneous fluctuations, vari-
ations in the operating conditions) become the focus of
current research [3–9]. Periodic operation [10–13], local
[14–16] and global [17,18] feedback, as well as the dy-
namics on composite catalysts [19,20] are examples of
such studies under nonsteady/nonuniform conditions. The
effects of spontaneous fluctuations on system dynamics
become increasingly important in microscopic and nano-
scopic systems. A strong drive for developing mathe-
matical methods for the analysis of stochastic fluctuations
originates thus in modern materials science and also in
cellular biology.

The low-pressure oxidation of CO on Pt single crys-
tal surfaces has emerged over the last decade as a
paradigm for the study of spatiotemporal dynamics
[21–23]. We recently constructed an ‘‘addressable cata-
lyst,’’ using computer-controlled galvanometer mirrors
to move a focused laser beam (‘‘pixel’’ size �50 �m) at
will across a catalyst surface [24]. The beam results in a
localized temperature heterogeneity, which, through
the Arrhenius temperature dependence of kinetic pro-
cesses, perturbs the (relatively slow) spatiotemporal
system dynamics.

Concentration pulses and fronts constitute the basic
building blocks of catalytic spatiotemporal dynamics.
The notions of excitability (associated with the genera-
tion and spatial propagation of pulses) and bistability
(correspondingly associated with fronts), constitute a
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state through a single, localized in space and time, per-
turbation—a critical ‘‘kick’’ (e.g., see the wonderful
original reference [25]). Here, we study the simplest cases
of ‘‘spatiotemporally resolved’’ critical kicks in both the
excitable and the bistable case. Using our mobile laser
beam, we deliver different combinations of individually
subcritical perturbations, and explore their cooperative
behavior across space and time. In effect, these combina-
tions constitute the simplest realizations of colored
‘‘designer noise.’’

The experimental capability of implementing arbitrary
spatiotemporal forcings provides a platform for exploring
stochastic dynamics for an active, pattern forming me-
dium. In particular such experiments can be used to test
and validate theoretical predictions for optimal switching
paths and rare event rates obtained through large devia-
tion techniques and dynamic programming [26,27].

Experimental.—Experiments were performed in an
ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber, equipped with low-
energy electron diffraction (LEED), Ar-ion sputtering,
and catalyst sample heating (from the back side) via a
halogen lamp. The 10 mm diameter sample was prepared
by repeated cycles of Ar� sputtering and O2 treatment at
570 K, and subsequent annealing to 1000 K. Gas supplies
for CO and O2, and pressure gauges, allow for controlled
dosing of the reactants. Adsorbate concentration patterns
on the surface of the sample are imaged using ellipso-
microscopy for surface imaging (EMSI) [28]. The light of
another Ar-ion laser is focused onto a spot of about
50 �m diameter on the surface causing a local tempera-
ture increase of up to 10 K. Using computer-controlled
galvanometer mirrors, the focused laser beam can be
positioned in 1 ms with a spatial precision of 5 �m any-
where within the viewing field (1:5� 1:3 mm).
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Experimental tcrit for two sample tempera-
tures, laser power 2 W, pO2

� 3:0� 10�4 mbar; the experimen-
tal error is estimated to be about �3 ms. (b) Computed v
profiles showing the ignition. Red: during heating; blue: after
heating; green: final u profile. pCO � 4:95� 10�5 mbar,
pO2

� 1:33� 10�4 mbar, T � 535:5 K, �T � 3:5 K. (c) Ex-
perimental conditions: pCO � 5:3� 10�5 mbar, pO2

� 3�
10�4 mbar, T � 473 K, laser power 2 W. (d) Compu-
tational parameters: pCO � 5:0� 10�5 mbar, pO2

� 1:33�
10�4 mbar, T � 535:5 K, �T � 3:5 K.
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ensure a constant background temperature. It was moved
to the point of interest for a time interval t1, and then,
depending on the type of experiment, it was moved
directly to a second spot for a time interval t2, or back
to its ‘‘waiting’’ position for a delay time td; from there it
visited either the same first spot, or a second one, for a
time interval t2. For each series of trials below, the CO
partial pressure was kept constant; 10 s before the first
laser movement, oxygen partial pressure was raised sud-
denly to its default value of 3� 10�4 mbar. The critical
time for single-visit ignition (tcrit) as well as for combi-
nations of two (individually subcritical) laser shots (t1
and t2) were thus recorded, and the results scaled with
the appropriate tcrit. The distance (in space and time) of
these combined subcritical shots, along with the laser
intensity, parametrize our family of structured critical
perturbations.

Modeling.—The currently accepted mechanism of
low-pressure CO oxidation on Pt(110) is described
through a three-species reaction-diffusion type model.
This Krischer-Eiswirth-Ertl (KEE) model [29] embodies
adsorption and desorption of CO and O2, CO surface
diffusion, reaction to form CO2 as well as surface con-
version between a reconstructed missing row 1� 2 sur-
face and its 1� 1 lifting, depending on the CO coverage:
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Here u and v denote the surface coverage of CO and O,
respectively; w is the fraction of the surface area in the
1� 1 phase; f�u	 is an experimental fit to the rate of
change of the surface structure and takes the following
form for a Pt(110) surface:

f�u	 �

8<
:
0 u � 0:2;
� u3�1:05u2�0:3u�0:026

0:0135 0:2< u< 0:5;
1 u  0:5:

In this model, the control parameters are the partial
pressures of CO and O2, and the crystal temperature field
T, which enters the rate constants k2, k3, and k5 through
Arrhenius activation: ki � �k0	i exp��Ei=RT	. Here, k2,
k3, and k5 represent the rate constants for the CO desorp-
tion, surface reaction, and reconstruction, respectively.
The preexponential factors and activation energies we
used in all our simulations are the ones listed in Table II
of the original reference [29]. The spatially localized,
single-humped steady temperature profile ��x�x0�
with maximum temperature rise �T resulting from fo-
cusing the laser spot at a point x0 is dictated by the heat
balance on the crystal surface. This balance involves heat
148301-2
conduction and radiation as well as heating from the
laser; the heat generated from the reaction is compara-
tively negligible at these low pressures. Since the diffu-
sivity of heat (�10�1 cm2=s) is much larger than that of
the adsorbed carbon monoxide ( � 10�7 cm2=s) under
typical experimental conditions, the temperature field
rise time (milliseconds) is fast compared to reaction
wave propagation (seconds). We thus assume for a first
approximation that a steady temperature field ��x�x0�
is instantaneously switched ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off ’’ by moving
the laser spot to and from the point of interest x0. For a
careful discussion of temperature field dynamics for both
thick and thin crystals, see Ref. [30]. In our qualitative
modeling, single spot simulations were radially symmet-
ric, while two-spot simulations were one-dimensional in
space; the same temperature profile was used in both.
Similar qualitative results were obtained by using
Gaussian temperature profiles.

Results.—Figure 1(a) shows the boundary (in two pa-
rameter space) of ‘‘single-spot excitability’’ as a function
of pCO at two distinct base crystal temperatures and
pO2

� 3� 10�4 mbar. Single spot excitability refers to
the generation of reactive pulses as a result of heating
locally at one point in space continuously over a single
time interval. The curves show the duration necessary for
148301-2
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a 2 W laser shot (Pt reflectivity estimated at 70%) to
ignite a self-sustaining concentration pulse. Figure 1(b)
shows a succession of computed radial profiles of the
(axisymmetric) O coverage fields for a ‘‘critical’’ shot;
the included final CO coverage profile demonstrates CO
depletion under the progressing oxygen pulse.

Figure 1(c) quantifies the memory effect of a subcritical
shot. At these conditions and laser power a single shot
becomes critical (initiates a pulse) after 80 ms. During a
‘‘double shot’’ excitability experiment the laser pixel
heats a catalyst location for a subcritical duration, is
removed for a period of time, and then visits the same
location again. The time required for this second shot to
ignite a pulse is plotted versus the initial shot duration
(both normalized by the critical single-shot duration).
The closer the points lie to the diagonal, the better the
memory of the first shot is retained; on the other hand,
when the abscissa approaches one, this memory is com-
pletely lost. Figure 1(d) is a computational analog of
Fig. 1(c); we have included for comparison a single curve
obtained at a different pCO. Decreasing pCO appears to
strengthen the memory of the first shot; this can be
rationalized by the slower readsorption of CO, delaying
‘‘healing’’ of the first shot.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the cooperative effect between a
subcritical shot at one location and an immediate subse-
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Experimental conditions: pCO � 4:9�
10�5 mbar, pO2

� 3� 10�4 mbar, T � 467 K, laser power
2 W. (b) Computed v profiles: first heating (red), second heating
(violet), after heating (blue). Heat point x � 0 for 0:8 tcrit, then
heat x � 50 for 0:77 tcrit. It fires at x � 0. pCO � 4:95�
10�5 mbar, pO2

� 1:33� 10�4 mbar, T � 535:5 K, �T �
3:5 K. (c),(d) Experimental conditions as in (a).
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quent shot at a nearby location. Here again the duration of
each shot is normalized by the single critical shot dura-
tion; separate curves are obtained for different separa-
tions of the two shot centers in space. Cooperativity
visibly extends under these conditions for distances of
�25 �m. Figure 2(b) shows a succession of computed
radial profiles of the O coverage fields for a double shot.
Notice how, in this case, heating at a distance of 50 �m
from the original shot assists ignition at the primary shot
location. For weak primary shots, the ignition will pref-
erentially take place at the secondary shot location in-
stead; we even observed once experimentally the
‘‘transition case’’ where both points ‘‘fired’’ simultane-
ously. It is interesting that taking the spatial step along
different directions has a clear effect on the critical
ignition times [Fig. 2(c)], which is at least in part caused
by anisotropic surface diffusion.

The effect of a time delay between a first shot at one
location and a second shot at a different location in space
is illustrated in Fig. 2(d). Here, the distance between the
shot locations is fixed and the effect of delay between the
two shots is reported.

In the bistable regime laser shots initiate fronts rather
than pulses. Since a bistable regime lies within the pa-
rameter range accessible to our experiment, we also ex-
amined cooperativity of subcritical shots in initiating
reacting fronts. Experimentally, the fronts are initiated
in the form of elliptical oxygen islands, and proceed to
expand and ‘‘switch’’ the surface from the CO-poisoned,
unreactive state to the reactive one. Figure 3(a) shows a
computational snapshot sequence along such a one-
dimensional computational transient. The cooperativity
of separated in time subcritical shots at the same spatial
location is quantified in Fig. 3(b) (experimentally) and
Fig. 3(c) (computationally).

So far we have studied shot patterns in space and
time that can be realized through a single laser beam.
Figure 4(a) explores computationally the cooperativity of
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FIG. 3 (color). (a) Computed v profiles: red: heating, blue: not
heating. pCO � 4:8� 10�5 mbar, pO2

� 2:0� 10�4 mbar, T �
535:5 K, �T � 3:5 K. Heat x � 0 for 0:6 tcrit, then pause for
0:7 tcrit, then heat for another 0:6 tcrit. (b) Experimental con-
ditions: pCO � 2:1� 10�5 mbar, pO2

� 3� 10�4 mbar, T �
429 K, laser power 3 W. (c) computational conditions:
pCO � 4:8� 10�5 mbar, pO2

� 2:0� 10�4 mbar, T � 535:5 K,
�T � 3:5 K (the laser power is about 0.2 W).
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Computational parameters: T � 535:5 K,
pO2

� 2:0� 10�4 mbar, �T � 3:5 K. (b),(c) Transient profiles
for v. Only half of the domain is shown. The two spots are at
x � �45 and x � 45, respectively. T � 535:5 K, pO2
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two shots, separated in space but simultaneous in time. It
is interesting to notice that, for both pulse (excitable) and
front (bistable) nucleation, the least energy required for
ignition occurs when the two beams effectively heat the
same point. Alternatively, doubling the laser power re-
quires less than half the energy to ignite a spot —this is
because of the nonlinear (Arrhenius) temperature de-
pendence of the kinetic rates. Figures 4(b) and 4(c)
show transient ignitions of pulses (excitable) and fronts
(bistable), respectively.

We have examined deterministic critical perturbations,
capable of switching the surface from a spatially uni-
form, stable steady state X1 to a different state X2 —either
another uniform, stable steady state, or a traveling pulse
state. Realizing that the set of ‘‘all possible deterministic
perturbations’’ and the set of ‘‘all possible random per-
turbations’’ are, in effect, the same, it is interesting to
consider the subset of random perturbations capable of
switching the surface between two uniform states, or
firing a pulse, using established methods (such as large
deviation theory and the study of rare events) from the
theory of stochastic PDEs (see [3,31] for a review). Based
on the experimental ability to implement a rich variety
of random colored noise processes, we expect this setup
to provide an ideal vehicle for such studies. The spatio-
temporal versions of excitability and bistability (‘‘firing’’
and switching) examined here constitute the first step in
this direction.
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